
 

 

Embrace a Heavenly task, God will bless you and your own dreams and plans 
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The chance to fulfill my childhood dream of being 

a radio host started from inspiration I received 

from Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, co-founder of 

WFWP, when she said "I am looking for my 

children who can do 10-20 things from one word I 

say." That became my challenge at that time of the 

25th Anniversary of WFWP, and I wanted to host 

an event in Arizona for it despite limited 

resources. I was able to share and find support for 

the idea with Mrs. Lucia Anderson and other local 

WFWP members. I shared that idea with my 

Latina radio hosts friends, and they supported my 

plan and invited me to their show to promote it. 

That is how I got the chance to be on a radio show 

and it opened the door for me to ask the 

Entremujeres Producer to allow us to have a 

Filipino Show in their station. The Filipino 

Community supported it and it is now its been 

over four years, Buhay Buhay sa Amerika is the 

Filipino Radio Show in Arizona that promotes the stories of Filipinos in America; to share their struggles 

and success to inspire others. The show won its first Award from the Commission on Filipino Overseas 

for Migration Advocacy in Media Awards (MAM). In 2019 the show was awarded the Best Radio 

Program by MAM Awards and recently for 2021, it won the Media Advocate Award from the same 

organization. 

 

I believe these blessings come from being in oneness with the vision and founders of WFWP and that 

such unity brings blessings to everyone. This is because the Founders' vision is to realize God's will, a 

World of Peace. When you embrace a Heavenly task, a task for the greater good, God will bless you and 

your dreams and plans in the process as well! It happened to me and it can happen to you too! 

 

Let's work together to make this world a better place. 

 

Thank you and God bless you more. 

 

 

Editor's Note: WFWP USA would like to Congratulate and share the success of WFWP Arizona 

chairwoman Rhia Luz. Recently announced; Rhia won the Media Advocate Award for 2021 from 

the Commission on Filipino Overseas. In the following article she explains how her work with 

WFWP was the catalyst for her success. 


